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In almost everything which a person engaged I the method of operation, while generally slight. 
in teaching needs to enable him to carry on ed,is also of 'high importance. It has been the 
his work. aim of the writer t .. show how the costly evils 
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(9403) R. C. says: Will you please 
answer these questions In the "Notes and 
Queries" column of your valuable paper, the 
SCIFlNTIFIC AMERICAN: 1. What would be the 
result if an electric arc be attached to a 110-
volt incandescent lighting circuit in a build
ing: \Vould any fllses be blown or Incan
descent lamps be burned out: A. An arc has 
a drop of about 45 volts in it. If the r��t 
of the apparatus covers 5 volb" there wilt"be 
a drop of 50 volts In the lamp. An arc lamp 
is rated for ten amperes. This would imply 
about 5 ohms In the lamp. Now if such a 
lamp is put directly across a 110-volt circuit, 
it will take 22 amperes' and there will be 
trouble directly. A short circuit will be es
tablished, and either fuses will give way or 
fire be set from hot wires. Incandes
cent lamps may receive a rush of current if 
on the same lines and be burned out. 2. Are 
there any advantages of electric welding over 
other methods of welding: A. An electric weld 
Is made in less time than you can describe it. 
'l'here is no burning, the heat does not ex
tend through the metal, the machine is com
pact, there is little or no danger of fire, etc. 
There are many advantages in electrical weld
ing. By It, scrap can be joined up into bars 
without remelting and forging. The weld is 
neatly made. 3. Will you explain what Is 
meant by the term carbureter as applied to 
gasoline engines: A. A carbureter is a de
vice In which air, or coal gas or hydrogen Is 
passed through or over a hydrocarbon liquid, 
such as naphtha, in order to impregnate it 
with the vapor of t\1e naphtha. The mixture 
is theI\, burned or el'ploded. You will find in 
Hiscox's "Gas, Gasoline and Oil Engines," 
which we send for $2.50, a full description of 
thes,e.-lj.pparatus as found in engines. 4. 

Would there be any Induction of current if 
insulated bell wires should cross insulated 
electric lighting wires: A. If one wire lies 
across another at right angles, there will be 
very little InductiOll from one to the other. 
If a wire lies along another In which there 
Is an alternating current flowing, there will 
be a strong Induction ih the second wire. 

(9404) B. B. says: A., who has never 
been 200 miles north or south of Kalamazoo, 
claims that in the Arctic Circle the "midnight 
sun" Is to the north and your shadow falls to 
the south. B., who has been inside the Arctic 
Circle, Klondyke, etc., claims that he saw 
the sun to the south and that his shadow 
fell to the north (midnight, of course). Who 
Is right: A. When the sun is seen at mid
night from any pl�ce In the northern hemi
sphere, it is seen to the north above the north
ern horizon. Thousands go every June to see 
the midnight sun from Norway. Shadows then 
fall to the south at midnight. This can only 
be seen on or within the Arctic Circle. At 
noon the shadows would fall to the north as 

ameter: A. P-or deepening a well with a cais
son through quicksand, pressure should be ap
plied to the top of the caisson to continually 
force It a li ttle 'below the sand bottom in 
order to protect the workmen or appliances In 
excavating the sand within the caisson. Stud
ding may be set around and resting on the top 
of the caisson, extending above the top of the 
well and loaded with snfficlent weight to sink 
the caisson while the excavation is progress, 
ing. A sand pump or any convenient device 
may be used for removing the sand. A moderate 
pumping of the well may be done to relievc the 
resistance at the bottom of the caisson by in
flow of the sand, which if too free, should be 
stopped by keeping the water at full height. 
The caisson may be made of oak or cypress 
staves with hoops on the outside and angle
iron bracing hoops on the inside, or may be 
made of three-sixteenths iron or steel with 
angle-Iron hoops on the inside for bracing. 
There Is considerable economy in the jacketing 
of your boiler and for home-made work we 
recommend to inclose the sides with an 8-lnch 
brick wall to just above the center line of the 
shell and under the smoke jacket and front to 
make an air-tight chamber, then plaster the 
top of the boiler with ashes or sand and as 
little clay as will make a light plaster. As
bestos felt plaster would be better and would 
stick to all parts of the boiler, requiring no 
brick walls. 

(9407) G. A. B. says: 1. Why is it 
you can place the hand without Its being 
burned, on the bottom of a vessel containing 
boiling water and as soon as the water ceases 
to boil the hand will sull'er a severe burn: A. 
A vessel containing boiling water can usually 
be held on the hand if the person has a good 
thick skin from labor or exercise, for a short 
time; just about long enough for the water 
to stop boiling. If the bottom of the kettle 
is covered with soot, which is a non-conductor 
of heat, it can be held longer than if it is 
clean metal. We do not think the fact that 
the ,water ceases to boil about the time the 
burn is felt has anything to do with the burn; 
It is a coincidence, merely. 2. Why Is It that 
water boils, seemingly, easier In an old tin 
vessel than in a new one? A. Water bolls 
sooner In a kettle with a rough,' unpolished 
bottom than in one with a smooth, polished 
bottom. Hence it boils easier in an old tin 
than in a new one. 3. Why can you cut glass 
with shears under water: A. When glass is 
cut under water with shearS' the water seems 
to take the shock and hold the glass, so tbat 
the glass Is chipped off without cracks running 
across it as we ordinarily see them do. 4. Is 
the temperature of steam at the bottom of the 
liquid boiling at a higher temperature than 
that at the surface: Does the temperature 
of the ste.am on the bottom vary with the 
depth of the liquid: Else what ·has the super· 
incumbent liquid to do with the vapor press
ure? A. Boiling takes place when the satu
rated vapor has a pressure equal to the atmos
pheric pressure at the time. Since the elas
ticity of the vapor is then the same as that 
of atmosphere, the vapor may be formed any
where within the mass of the liquid. The bub
bles formed below the surface rise through 
the liquid and the act Is called boiling. Unless 
the fire is very hot, the entire mass, kettle 
and all, is of too same temperature, that of the 
boiling point of the liquid. We do not under
stand that the depth of the liquid influences 
the temperature of the boiling point to any 
extent. 5. Is there any truth in the state· 
ment that liquids when hot and thrown into 
the air on a cold day will _ fall frozen, while 
liquids not heated will not do so: A. Water 
that has been boiled, al'd by this means de
prived of its contained air, freezes more 
easily' than water in its natural condition. 
But it must be exuremely cold for water which 
Is thrown Into the air to fall In the frozen 
condition. It hardly seems credible, though 
water blown as spray often freezes as it strikes 
upon some surface. TheSe drops are quite 
minute and the water is already at Its freezing 

nsual. smce the sun 
south. 

would then be to the point when it strikes. 6. Why will not the 

(9405) P. D. McC. says: 
leaves of an electroscope (gold leaf) remain 

Will you diverged: Is there a remedy for it: A. An 
electroscope ghould have Its metallic parts 
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�i!� tlon of 011 on the 8urface of the sea In a utes if the air of thp room Is reasonably dry. storm In preventing the waves from breaking The glass of the instrument ghould be clean is explained by the great S"urface viscosity of 

oil. It covers the water with a film which is and dry also. We know of no other remedies 

more viscid than the water, imd holds 'the' £or an electroscope which does not retain Its 

waves from combing and breaking over a charge. 7. What could cause an electrolytic 

ghip. The surface of the oil is more tena- machine to cease working, after a few minutes: 

cious than that of water, and Is not readily Could anything save a farl In potential cause 

broken into surf by the pressure of the water this? A. You ask, "'Vhat could cause an elec

from below. We should Plot express the ac- trolytic machine to cease working:" We take 

tlon as quieting the disturbed waters, but 11: that you Intended to write "an electrostatic 

as' we have done above. 'fhe seas stili roll, maehlne." These machines eas'ily lose their 

but they are smooth on the surface and do charge by the action of the, air, dampness 

not break over the vessels. Ships can ride principally. The remedy is to have the plates 

the seas with safety in this' manner. in a glass case and keep calcium chloride in 

NEW BOOKS, ETC. 
THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S REFERENCE' 

BOOK. By Henry Harrison Suplee, 
B.Sc., M.E. Philadelphia: J. B. Lip
pincott Company, 1904. 16mo.; pp. 
834. Price, $5. 

Of making many engineer'S' pocket books 
there is no end, but It Is seldom that we are 
fa vored with one which stays on the editor's 
desk for constant referenee. Mr. Suplee has 
shown a large grasp of the subject and has per
formed his task In an exemplary manner, and 
we consider that it is Indispensable to every 
one who is In any way concerned with me
chanical engineering, or civil engineering for 
that matter. It Is Impossible to note th-e In
dividual contents, but it is safe to assume that 
practically all the engineering data that are 
required are at hand. The book is a labor 
saver, and the "short cuts" are excellent. Tue 
book has thumb Indexes, and Is substantially 
bound. It Is worthy of an extended sale, and 
we do not doubt that It will be a most wel
come addition to the library of the engineer, 
old or young. 
THE METRIC FALLACY. BY' Halsey and 

Dale. New York: D. Van Nostrand 
Company, 1904. 8vo.; pp. 231. Price, 
$1. 

of incomplete combustion, the loss Of 'coal and 
coke removed in the ashes, and the escape of 
heated gases, may be remedied by scientific -op
eration and manipulation. The chapter 8etting 
forth the valuable features of "washed" coal 
deserves the careful consideration of firemen, 
engineers, and proprietors. 

CHEERFUL AMERICANS. By Charles Bat-
tell Loomis. New York: Henry Holt 
& Co., 1903. 8vo.; pp. 300. Price, 
$1.25. 

'''Cheerful Americans" is a volume of short 
stories In Mr. Loomis's usual cheerful style. 
All the yarns have appeared at dill'erent times 
In different well-known periodicals, and are 
here collected and reprinted for the delectation 
of Americans who are already cheerful, and 
the conversion of th08"8 who are not. The 
humor -is of the quiet, good-natured kind, de
pendent as much on character as on situation. 
The fads and follies of humanity are sketched 
for our amusement, but there Is nothing caustic 
or cynical In the manner of their presentation. 
We II-executed drawings by popular ilIustrators 
heighten the enjoyment of the reader. 

INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
For which Letters Patent of the 

United States were Issued 
for the Week Ending 

May 31, 1904. 

AND EACH BEARINO THAT DATE 

[See note at end of list about copies of these patents. 1 
• 

The chief points which the writer endeavors 
to maintain are these: That, as shown by the 
e>;perlence of other countries, the changing of 
a people's system of weights and measures is 
a task of el'lOrmOU8 difficulty. attended by wide
spread confusion; that the retirement of the 
inch and the substitution therefor of the milli
meter involves the destruction of all mechani
cal standards; that the prosperity of foreign !��Jo�rg.;J<t��'!:t_��r��IR�se:e:�Ju��ki�g 

761,542 

trade in nowise requires the adoption of the same, organic, H. Schrader ........... 761,412 

metric system as a basis of manufacture; that !gg��fve���;�eg ��daJis:':ib�in�O!t�!�;"t�'s: 
761,149 

the system has for Industrial purposes no such A. Jeffery . . .............. . ...... .. . .. 761,301 

superiority as is claimed; and that the claims Air brake, railway automatic, Flanders & 
for the saving of time in calculations and in All' ��:�se�n vej,i�ie': "i. "w'" W''':lte�::::::::: +�U�� 
the school life of children are completely Air compressor, H. M. McCall .. ... . .. .. . . .  761,598 

negatived by the certainty that, here as else- !�U:l� i���te��d���t ���hi�:�'v�gef·&B�-'i��k f�f:!�� 
where, the old units will persist in use and Apparel attached pipe,!. C. Clark .. . . . . . . . .  761,148 

must be learned; that the confusion which Is Autographic register, E. J. Barker .. ... .. . 761,436 

said to exist In our weights and measures Js a ����m�;S:er,F·B.ELe1�i�;�;·:::::::::::::::: f��:��� 
fiction; that, measured by the number of units �::�ni

lepr�"sCht�i';;g R":tt��;.::���:e�:. s:· j�j,;": 761,231 

in common use, and by their uniform value in son . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..... .............. 761,305 

all sections and all industries, we have the Balloon, steering, P. Delbert • . . . . • • • . . . . .  761,062 

simplest and moot uniform system of weights �:��� ���k ",;avrr;gi.'e"l�
r R��ed�ie":::::::: +��:�g� 

and measures in the world. Whether Mr. Barber's chair attachment, A. D. Kandle . • .  761,232 

Haloey's arguments are sufficiently strong mid �!!�1��; r.;jr:r, sr.r"1� lo��;ry: .. . . . . .. . . . .  761,084 
well presented to convert the pro-metric mind Bed or couch and bath, combined, F. R. 
or no. the reader can scarcely doubt his earnest- Buck . . ... .. . . . . .  • . . . . .. . .. ... . . . . .. .  761,443 Bell, P. C. Arnold . . .. . . . . .. ... ..... .. ... . 761,128 
ness and sincerity. Mr. Dale's contribution to 

I ��ni;g�ldi. a�da:�me�, . .  ���? � .�����:::::: +��:gi� the work is an exhaustive consideration of Bevel and square, combined, E. G. Tague . . .  761,336 
"The Metric Failure in the Textile Industry." Boller, A. A. Ball, Jr . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .  761,130 

It shows knowledge and research, makes inter- Boller, W. R. Mackllnd • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • .  761,313 

esting reading, and Is certainly worthy of ���;��st· i: �.etLueiie�·::::::::::::::::: m:��i 
notice as an able presentation of "the other Bookcase, knockdown sectional, J. Rich, . 
side of the que.tlon." BOO:

r�af ' ;";�;gi�' �utti�g, W:· L."j���b�·: +�U�� 
DIE VERWERTUNG DES SPIRITUS FUER 

TECHNISCHE ZWECKE. Von Prof. Dr. 
N. Wender. Mitt 88 Abbildungen. 
Large 8vo. Price, $1.50. 

Low-grade alcohol is destined to become of 
great Industrial value as an engine fuel. Up 
to the present time there has been no work in 
German in which the technical, utilization of 
alcohol has been discussed with anything like 
the thoroughness technologists demand. The 
present book seems well calculated to supply 
this want. After treating of the met\1od of 
utilizing alcohol In various countries, the 
author describes methods of producing alcohol, 
alcohol illumination, alcohol cooking and 
heating apparatus, alcohol motors and loco
mobiles. In a brief chapter the author re
views the utilization of alcohol in chemical 
Industry. 
FISCHWEGE UND FISCHTEICHE. Die Ar-

beiten des Ingenieurs Izum Nutzen 
der Fischerei. Von PaUl Gerhardt. 
142 illustrations. Leipzig: Wilhelm 
Engelman, 1904. 8vo.; pp. 147. 
Price, $2. 

Since the publication of H. Keller'S "Die 
Anlage der Fischwege," In 1885, no notable 
scientific book on what may be termed the 
engineering side of fishery work has been 
published. The present book is, therefore, 
rather a timely addition to the literature ot 
an art that of late years has grown In im· 
portance. Mr. Gerhardt has confined his in
vestigations not merely to Germany. He has 
studied the construction of fsh weirs and 
ponds abroad, and has made many an Intere.t· 
ing comparison with similar structures of his 
own country. His book may well be considered 
an excellently prepared scientific treatise on 
a subject which in this country has been dis
cussed, so far as we know, only In the reports 
of the United States Fish Commission. 

Book, manifold sales, J. S. Holmes .... . . .. . 761,073 Book, manifolding, N. A. McDonald . • . • . .  761,244 Book mark, F. J. Tack . . . .. .. . . . . .. . ... . .  ' 761,556 Book or pad, manifold, H. P. Brown .. .. . .  761,142 Boring machine, D. Hepp .... . . .. .. .. .. .. 761,171 Bottle, non refillable, S. M. Carriker . • . • . • .  761,060 Bottle, non refillable, 1. 1. Fonda . .. ... .. .  761,212 Bottle, non refillable, T. J. Irwin . . . . . . . . .  761,298 Bottle, non refillable, E. H. Davis . . . . . ... 761,362 Bottle, non refillable, J. Dorlot. ... . .. . . . . .  761,364 Bottle, non refillable, T. C. Rhodes . . .. . .. .  761,543 Bottle washing machine, W. E. Brown . . . •  761,442 Box, B. vom Elgen .. .... .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . .. 761,461 Box, Wright & Wade ... .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 761,621 Brac<,let, T. W. Johnson . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .  761,589 Brake, J. W. Tapp . . ... ...... .. . .. . .. . . .  761,337 Brick, fire, �'. W. Shupert 'et al • . . . • . • . • • . .  761,418 Broom holder, H. D. Harris . . . . • . . • • . • . .  761,168 Brush attachment, G. Mielenhausen • • • . • . . 761,522 Brush, tooth, A. F. Blanchard .... .. . . . . . . 761,193 Bucket latch, tramway, B. C. Rlblet . ... 761,609 Building construction, steel, H. G. Hodgkins 761,297 Bung, P. P. Menard . .... ................ 761,241 Bung hole borer, Pfiuger & Christensen .. . . . . 761,397 Buoy recorder, bell, J. A. Fairbanks . • . . . . .  761,630 Burner, T. Stites ....... . ......... . ...... 761,331 Burner, A. Plat ........... . ..... . ...... .. 761,604 Button and tie holder, combined collar, J. B. Weaver .. ...... ...... .. .. ...... . .. 761,118 Button making machine, E. Rosenwald . . . .  761,544 Calipers, micrometer, F. Spalding . . . . • • . . .  761,328 Camera, H. Goodwin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .  761,474 Can capping machine, C. B. McDonald . . . . •  761,093 Can lifter, A. G. Beck . . .. . . . . .. . . . . ... 761,136 Cans, etc., vacuum machine for, C. B. McDonald ........... . ............... 761,092 Cane, magazine torpedo, C. W. Leslie .. . . . 761,309 Car, S. M. Curwen .... . .. . .. . . 761,626 to 761,628 Car, combination stock, coal, and coke, G. E. Simonton . ............. ...... .. . . . . 761,550 Car, convertible, H. E. Haddock . . .. . . . .. 761.296 
Car coupling, 1. G. Nutt . . . .... ....... .. ... 761,537 Car coupling, automatic, A. J. Beard . ... 761,056 Car draft and buffing rigging, railway, R. D. Gallagher, Jr . ...... . ... .. . ........ 761,158 Car, dumping, W. Giesecke • . . . . . . . . • . • . . .  761,161 Car fender, L. M. Snyder . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . .  761,421 Car fender, O. Thibault . . ... . . . . . .. .. . . . .  761.557 Car fender, R. G. J. Sandifer .. . . .. . . . . .  761,6'2 Car frame, metallic, A. Stucki . .. .. . . . . . . .  761,263 Car haul, F. Y. Hetzel . .... .. . .. . . . . .. . . . 761,484 Car, metallic, J. M. Hansen • • . . • .• . • . . .. .  761,166 Car, mln!ng, A. Stucki ..... .... ..... ..... 761,264 Car roofs, means for attaching flexible roof-

Ing material to, Bird & Allen . . ...... 761,138 Car safety apparatus, railway, S. H. Short 761,417 Car switch, automatic, M. Nuss .. ... . .. ... 761,536 Car trunnion and sash lOCk, E. S. Bucknam 761.355 Car underframe; A. Stucki . . ............ .. 761,262 Carbonating apparatus, liquid, W. J. Young 761,434 Carbureter, explosion engine, R. E. Olds. 761,392 Card. clothing for napping machines, D. Gess-ner ......... ... . .................... 761,470 
the case to absorb the moisture. Even then, 

(9406) J. W. H. asks: Being an in- there may be occasional trouble. 8. What A 
teres ted reader of your SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, two second-class conductors with one first-

CLEAN CHIMNEY. The Economical g:���':,�rgm;�I��� 1ik��r��I�:r":t';;' f�;' 
;';;t: 761,427 

B" f C al Without Smoke with tlng and beveling sheets of, C. Johnson. 761,077 urnlng 0 0 ' Carpet fastening, D. T. Foley . . . .. . . . . . . .  761,467 
Especial Reference to the Use of Carpet stretcher, W. Andres . . . . . . . • . • . • .  761,127 

Washed Coal. By A. Bement, Mem- Carpets, etc., fastener for, J. P. HulL . . . . . 761,174 
I would ask you for some Information through class conductor would make a voltaic one: A. 
"Notes and Queries." 1. What would be the For a voltaic cell, use zinc as the positive 
easiest way of sinking a 5-foot caisson through plate, and carbon for the negative plate. The 
8 feet or more of quicksand: T must deepen liquid may be either ammonlc chloride die-
an Irrigating sump pit and have a stratum solved in water, or bichrOinate of potash or 
of quicksand to contend with. I have a 40- soda, dissolved In water 'with sulphuric acid 
horse-power locomotive style boiler. Would added. To make a battery you should have 
it be much economy to jacket It: If so, what specific instructions. Our SUPPLEMENT No. 
Is the best, and I might say home-made jacket: 1 792 described a very fine battery for lectures 
What gage of iron or steel plate should I use and students' experiments. Hopkins's "mxperl
JD mllklIIB a caissoD or well curb 5 feet in dl- mental Science." price $5, gives instructions 
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gineers, etc. Published for private Carrier. See Trace carrier. 
circulation by Peabody Coal Com- g:�� r���st;r b���SC��1 0: 
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pany, Chicago, 1904. 8vo.; pp. 48. Catheter, 1. F. Kepler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  761,235 

The efHclency or Inefficiency of bituminous g:�t1�b�:���' CV:'lI
O
��f��w�igbt:::::::::: +��:m 

coal Is generally, supposed to depend almost g����e fo�x'b�dl;'< �oc�"t!:' �.m�� 
B�i���:: +�U�� 

entirely upon the cbemlcal characterl.tlcs of Churn, A. C. Willis .... .. ... ............ 761,121 

the coal and the construction of the apparatus Olgar cutter and match safe, combined, P. 
I I A tt '""" f t I Seller '.. . .. . . . .. . .... .. ............. 761,547 US4'd III consum ng t. 8 a ma er' U>. Be. C'1�arptte 00". .A.. .A.. BrOWD ............. 761,/178 
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